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1. The vaccines are gene manipulation with their efficiencies based on PCR tests 

which are 97% false positives. The vaccines are mNRA. Mn means messenger. 

There are millions of these in the human body. On mn has only one message for a 

cell. This message is to create a single spike protein. This doesn’t look like the Covid 

molecule! The vaccines don’t work! The vaccines have a death rate of 1.6% and 

strong adverse reaction of 8%. Covid Death rate is 0.3%. There exist multiple natural 

treatments. HCQ and Zinc work! https://c19study.com/ COVID-19 early treatment: 

real-time analysis of 1,275 studies Many natural prevention and cures for COVID 19. 

Eight Doctors and I have all the data since March 2020. Published 5 manuscripts. 

The news media is the virus! See science facts on makingsenseofcovid.com In May 

of 2020 I caught the Johns Hopkins University doubling the positive cases from the 

CDC every day. I tracked it for ten days and then sent it to the head of their COVID 

group. They stopped doing that the very next day. However the faulty Gates 

Foundation Simulations were based on this data. Operation Phoenix Rising has 5 

publish manuscripts based on data and over 14,000 hours of research. 

https://openvaers.com/ No variant is worse than its parent. Web search this! Omicron 

variant is mild. https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/omicron-southafrica-covid-

symtoms/2021/11/28/id/1046428/?ns_mail_uid=3b0580b7-5580-40ac-9675-

cf96f3b5fa7a&ns_mail_job=DM278320_11282021&s=acs&dkt_nbr=010502wwwniy 

 

Pfizer's EUA application for children 5 to 11 showed zero reductions in 

hospitalizations, ICU visits, or deaths from coronavirus. The FDA and CDC stated 

that zero was clear proof of efficacy and approved it as quickly as possible. This is 

BS analysis! 

https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/pfizer-is-now-officially-asking-

to/comments?utm_source=newsletter_36&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=the-

openvaers-red-box-report 

 

The deadliest COVID vaccines were delivered to Red states. 

https://www.lewrockwell.com/political-theatre/deadliest-batches-of-covid-vaccine-

sent-to-red-states-in-usa/ 

Fraud in Pfizer’s vaccine data. https://thecovidworld.com/shocking-new-video-by-

canadian-doctors-reveals-massive-fraud-in-pfizers-clinical-trials/?fbclid=IwAR1UE-

mo3zCjg7aTt6M5KKZsRuBAZqR7llOBbDoNjmVDUfQ9x_Zw61Yl_po 

 


